
The Kinetics of Hydrolytic Polymerization of c Xaprolactam. IV. 
Theoretical Aspect of the Molec,ular Weight Distribution 

Poly(t-caprolactam) (PCL; nylon 6) is industrially produced by hydrolytic polymerization of 
c-caprolactam (CL). The information of the molecular weight distribution (MWD) is indispensable 
to the process control of various commercial plants and to the control of the physical property of 
the polymer. 

Theoretical representation of MWD was first reported by Tirrell et al.' They derived a set of 
rate equations including a representation of MWD by applying the discrete transform (2-transform) 
to the molecular rate equation. As pointed out in the preceding article: however, some errors were 
found in their equations. 

In this report, a new set of rate equations to describe MWD, which is consistent with the reaction 
mechanism:-5 was derived and a method for solving the set of equations was proposed. The com- 
patibility was inspected between MWD data obtained by GPC and those of the calculations. MWD 
can therefore be estimated for every commercial plant for every stage of the polymerization by 
combining the equations with the density distribution function of the respective plants. 

DERIVATION OF RATE EQUATIONS 

The proposed mechanisms of the polymerization of CL and the set of rate equations representing 
concentrations of CL, end group (EG), and eaminocaproic acid (ACA) are summarized in Table 
I. Here x ,  y ,  2, and w are concentrations of CL, EG, ACA, and water, respectively; k,  is the rate 
constant; Ki (= k;/ki) is the equilibrium constant; A? is the frequency factor; E{ is the activation 
energy; Si is the entropy; Hi is the enthalpy; R is the gas constant; t is the time; T is the temperature; 
i indicates the kind of reactions; j = 0 means noncatalytic reaction; and j = c means catalytic reac- 
tion. 

TABLE I 
Mechanism and Kinetics 

Equilibrium reactions 
(1 )  Ring Opening 

( 2 )  Polycondensation 

CL + HzO == ACA 
x w C1(=z) 

P, + Pm == P,+, + HzO 
C n  C m  Cn+m w 
-NH2 + HOCO- + -NHCO- + H20 

Y Y x o - x - y  w 
CL + P, == P,+l 
x Cn Cn+1 

CL + H2N- * HzN- 
X Y  Y - 2  

Rate Equations dx 
dt 
-= - k l [ x ( w o  - y )  - z / K ~ ]  - kS[XY - ( y  - Z)/KS] 

(3) Polyaddition 

dY - dt  = k d x ( w 0  - Y )  - z/K1]- kz[y2 - ( x o  - x - y ) ( w o  - y ) /K2]  
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The molecular rate equation for Pn-mer the concentration of which is C, can be written as fol- 
lows: 

- 
- k;w(n - l)Cn + 2k;w C 

j = n + l  
Cj + k3%Cn-1 - ksxC, 

+ kjCn+l - kbCn + k$Cldn-l (4) 
where 6 is the delta function. 

tion: 
Application of the discrete transformation6 to eq. (4) yields the following transformed equa- 

dD(Z,t)/dt = (kixw - k;Ci)Z-’ + kzD2(Z,t) - 2kzp&(Z,t) 
+ k;w[D(Z,t) + ZdD(Z,t)/dZ] + 2k;w[po - ZD(Z,t)]/(Z - 1) 

+ ksx(Z-1 - l)D(Z,t) + kh(Z - l)[D(Z,t) - c1z-’I (5) 

where D is the discrete transform of the distribution of polymerization degree and 2 is an arbitrary 
transform variable. 

According to the moment generating properties of the transform, the vth moment is described 
as 

Here the following three relations have been found to hold: 

po = c, = wo - w = y (10) 

p1 = X nc, = x o  - x 

c1=2 

n 

The substitution of eqs. (lo), ( l l ) ,  and (12) into eq. (7) yields an equation identical with eq. (2) in 
Table I; the substitution of eqs. (lo), ( l l ) ,  and (12) into eq. (8) yields an equation identical with eq. 
(1); and the substitution of eqs. (lo), ( l l ) ,  and(l2) into eq. (9) yields the following equation: 

dpddt  = ki[x(wo - Y )  - (z/K1)] + k2[2(xo - x)’ + (WO - Y ) ~ O  - x - pd/K2/3] 
+ k3[x(2xo - 2r + y )  + (y - 2x0 + 22 + z)/K3] (9’) 

The number-average molecular weight and the weight-average molecular weight can be given as 

Mn = M(PI/PO) (13) 

M, = M(pz/pi) (14) 
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where M is the molecular weight of the CL unit. The simplest function to characterize MWD is the 
polydispersity U ,  defined by 

U = Mw/Mn = (PdPl)/(Pl/PO) = P U / ( X o  - x)' (15) 

Thus, a new set of equations such as eqs. (l), (21, (3), (9'), (13), (14), and (151, which includes a rep- 
resentation of MWD, was obtained. 

NUMERICAL CALCULATION 

In order to solve the set of rate equations numerically, it is necessary to represent p 3  of eq. (9') 
as a function of x ,  y, z,  and pz. That is, the introduction of the relation is equivalent to assume the 
type of the distribution function. The S~hultz-Zimm~.~ distribution function 

g(P) = [l/I'(b + l ) ]ab+*Pb exp (- aP) (16) 

has been found to be suitable, as a first approximation, for representing the distribution of poly- 
merization degree of PCL. Here, g is the weight fraction of P (degree of polymerization), a and b 
are parameters of the function, and I' is the gamma function. U takes the value U 2 1 in variation 
with b. The most probable distribution is a special case of this distribution and corresponds to b 
= 1. According to the properties of the Schultz-Zimm function, the following relation was de- 
rived: 

Thus, the set of rate equations can be solved numerically under the constrained condition of 
eq. (17). 

The equations were integrated numerically using the Runge-Kutta-Gill integration scheme with 
the time increment of l / 1 ~  hr. As kinetic and thermodynamic constants, set 4 of ref. 9 was used. The 
calculation was performed by a HITAC 8250 aomputer. 

GPC EXPERIMENT 

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) of PCL was carried out by using a Toyosoda model 
HLC-801A GPC apparatus equipped with a refractive index detector. Experimental conditions 
were as follows: The column was a series of two GMIXH4; carrier liquid was mixed solvent of rn- 
cresol(15 wt %), chloroform (84.75 wt %), and a small amount of benzoic acid (0.25 w t  W); temperature 
was 35OC; carrier flow rate was 1 mllmin; sample concentration was 1.5 g/l. A series of polymers 
was used for the GPC observation, which was made in a sealed glass tube at  240°C using CL containing 
0.8 mole/kg water. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the calculation and the experiment are given schematically in Figure 1; the effect 
of the initial water concentration to the polydispersity uc&d is shown in Figure 1(A), and the effect 
of the polymerization temperature, in Figure 1(B). These figures revealed that the polydis- 
persity-versus-time curves are affected appreciably by the initial water concentration and the 
temperature but that equilibrium values are not. The plots (0) in Figure 1(A) are the observed points 
the U value of which was evaluated from the GPC data. Here, the conversion of polymerization 
corresponding to the plots are 38,73,84,89, and 90%, respectively. The thick solid line in the figure 
is the corresponding calculated result. The values of U ~ p c  are larger than Uc&d by 9%. 

PCL is industrially produced by using autoclave reactor, tubular reactor (TR), or combination 
of continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and TR. It is one of the desired requirements to add 
MWD terms ( M n ,  M,, and U )  to the simulation calculation of the polymerization in the reactors, 
since to estimate not only concentration terms ([CL], [EG], and [ACA]) but also MWD terms by the 
theoretical calculations are indispensable to the process control and the control of the polymer 
property. One can perform the calculation for every commercial plant for every stage of the poly- 
merization by combining the set of rate equations with the density distribution function E(0)  of the 
respective reactors. For example, suppose that the polymerization is performed by the combination 
reactor CSTR + TR. Then (1) an appropriate operation condition for CSTR and TR to obtain the 
desired polymer can be selected by the calculations of the characteristic data (concentration terms 
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Fig. 1. (A) Effect of initial water concentration on polydispersity U-vs.-time curves for poly- 
merization temperature of 240OC. Solid lines are the calculated data and plots (0 )  are the data 
observed by GPC. (B) Effect of temperature on calculated U-vs.-time curves for initial water con- 
centration of 0.8 molekg. 

and MWD terms) of the polymerization; (2) when the observed value deviates from the target a t  
the outlet of the CSTR, the TR can be controlled to obtain the desired polymer by evaluating the 
characteristic data of the TR based upon the observed data of the CSTR. 
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